
E-5/86-87, Sector-16 
Rohini, Delhi-110089 
 
July 15, 2020 
 
The ISRO Chief 
ISRO, Bengaluru 
 
Sub: Vision of India in space 
 
Dear Sir 
 
As a patriotic citizen of India and a space enthusiast, I would like to express my gratitude for the 
incredible work you have done. Every Indian today feels a sense of pride because of the valiant 
and unparallaled achievements of our own scientists at ISRO. 
 
I aspire to be an ISRO scientist and have vision of India in space which I would like to share with 
you. As the world is at the dawn of a NEW SPACE AGE, we Indians must rise to explore the 
universe and know more about life. India must stand up to the world. We must be strong in 
Space Power and reach for new heights and reveal the unknown for the benefit of mankind. 
I envision our country to create a thriving MARS colony as a place safe for humanity in case of a 
catastrophic event on Earth, such as a nuclear war or any artificial intelligence coup. 
Undoubtedly, our country has achieved many milestones in space. So, I foresee India to send 
humans into space using its own rockets. I dream Indian astronauts to be popular as 
Vyomanauts (This is a Sanskrit word, ‘vyoma’ means sky) as US spacefarers are known as 
astronauts, while Russian ones are referred to as cosmonauts. I am quite confident that India 
will climb the ladder of success with its savvy and sagacious  team of scientists who are striving 
to make life in space a reality in its upcoming missions like: 
 

 India’s own space station 

 Aditya L1 mission 

 Mangalyaan 2 

 Chandrayaan 3 

 Gangayaan 

 Shukrayaan 

 Explorat 
I presage vyomanauts to be the most triumphant in space exploration where they can help 
mankind to meet the challenges and safeguard the Earth by monitoring the motion of 
asteroids. They will indubitably win the race and be the first to find out answers of many 
questions like martian gravity, black holes, dark matter and  extraterrestrial life. Certainly, 
Indians will guide the world and divulge the mystery of planets and galaxies with possibility of 
life.  
 
It brings joy to my heart with this vision that when the final frontier space is conquered , India 
will be the flag bearer and will lead the way in the quest. With this, I would like to thank every 
one at ISRO for making me and every Indian dream big and visualize India at the top most place 
in space. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Priyanshi Chauhan 


